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F acts are powerful and stubborn things. Unfortunately, some on the Left

have tried to advance their arguments by using facts about state murder

rates that, while technically true, are at best meaningless when taken out of

context and at worst misleading and downright dangerous when used as the

 SUMMARY

Beginning in 2015 with the election of Kim Foxx, first of the
George Soros–promoted rogue prosecutors, as Cook County
(Chicago) State’s Attorney, cities with rogue prosecutors
have imposed policies that all—each and every one of them—
inure to the benefit of criminals. Such policies have
contributed to the lawlessness across so-called blue cities and
the steep rise in crime rates across America. To suggest now
that Republican elected officials who have followed different
policies have contributed to crime increases is at best
laughable.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The Left’s claim that America has a “red state murder
problem” is misleading and deflects from “progressive”
soft-on-crime policies that have wreaked havoc.

1

New analysis of crime data shows that high-crime
counties are governed largely by Democrats, driving up
the crime rates in their otherwise red states.

2

Lowering America’s rising crime rates requires that
localities repudiate their pro-criminal, anti-victim policies
that contribute to lawlessness in blue counties.
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